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Sony VPLL-Z3009 projection lens VPL-FW60, VPL-FW65, VPL-
FWZ60, VPL-FWZ65

Brand : Sony Product code: VPLL-Z3009

Product name : VPLL-Z3009

0.85:1 to 1.0:1 (WUXGA)

Sony VPLL-Z3009 projection lens VPL-FW60, VPL-FW65, VPL-FWZ60, VPL-FWZ65:

Short focus zoom lens
Sony VPLL-Z3009. Throw ratio: 0.85:1, Aperture range (F-F): 1.85 - 2.1, Projected image size: 60 - 300.
Dimensions (WxDxH): 150 x 217 x 150 mm, Weight: 1.7 kg

Features

Throw ratio 0.85:1
Aperture range (F-F) 1.85 - 2.1
Projected image size 60 - 300
Product colour Black

Compatibility VPL-FW60, VPL-FW65, VPL-FWZ60,
VPL-FWZ65

Weight & dimensions

Dimensions (WxDxH) 150 x 217 x 150 mm
Weight 1.7 kg

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 90021100
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